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Inovsys sas chooses the ProMaker P1000 3D 

printer from Prodways Technologies to 

equip its rapid manufacturing platform in 

the Henri-Fabre Technocenter. 
Paris 10th October 2017 

 

Prodways Technologies and Inovsys announce the installation of the new ProMaker P1000 3D selective 

laser sintering printer in the Henri-Fabre Technocenter in order to support the development of mass 

production solutions for future industry. 

In the context of this purchase, Inovsys in particular takes on the latest 3D printing technology in terms of 

qualification and integration of additive manufacturing in industry. 

Thanks to its open platform, the new ProMaker P1000 3D printer from Prodways allows research centers 

to develop their own materials and innovating applications for mass production. 

Inovsys is working with the Prodways Promaker P1000 3D printer on three main subjects:  

- 3D printing cost optimization for mass production by working on material optimization, its impact 

on the environment and its refreshing rate, in particular, 

- The inclusion of 3D printing technology in a complete and certified process, in particular by 

working on robotization and the development of post-process peripherals to ease its inclusion in 

industrial production, 

- The development of calculation code to predict the deformation of a part before manufacturing 

it.  
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 About TEAM Henri Fabre 

TEAM Henri-Fabre is an association grouping together industrials for the purpose of developing industry of the future in the 

Provence-Alpes-Côte d’Azur region of France at the long term service of businesses and the territories.  

Supported by all the public partners (State, Region, Département, Metropole, CCIMP), the Henri-Fabre project is based on a 

collaborative approach between multi-sector industrial (aviation, energy, naval, medical, transport, etc.), academic and 

institutional players whose purpose is to develop a world class reference eco-system around the key expertise that is 

mechanics, materials and future techniques, as well as around digital engineering. The Henri-Fabre Technocenter, located in 

Marignane, is a place where expertise is shared between major industry, SMEs, Startups, academics and research. 

Bolstered by its partnership with Inovsys, TEAM Henri-Fabre allows SMEs to get access to R&D resources and leading edge 

equipment, including 3D printing, ramping up and business diversification, collaborative projects, the development of an 

employment-training program, etc. to be ready for the industry of the future together. 

 

 About INOVSYS 

Based in the Provence region of France and founded in 2015, Inovsys is a French innovation-oriented business. The company 

was the result of an alliance between major investors (major corporations, innovating SMEs, major laboratories, the French 

State) in the context of a request for projects known as Investissement d’Avenir (Investment in the future). The evolutive 

investor alliance allows Inovsys to propose a service offer (training and support) on good terms with the existing institutes, 

industrials and service providers. 

In terms of 3D printing, Inovsys proposes a training offer based on the requirements of industrials who wish to assess or 

integrate a 3D printing machine. In addition, the company offers customized support to all industrials who want to secure their 

startup times and time to production. 

 

 About PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES 

PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of industrial 3D printers, offering a broad spectrum of multi-

technology 3D printing systems and related premium materials. The company focuses on developing rapid manufacturing 

applications as well as supporting innovation with an open material strategy. PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES caters to a large number 

of different industries, including health, aerospace, and automotive, providing innovative companies the means to shift to 3D 

printing-based production. 
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PRODWAYS TECHNOLOGIES is a subsidiary of PRODWAYS GROUP. In 2016, the group generated revenue of €25.2 million, 

including 58% outside of France. 

For further information: www.prodways.com  

Follow us and and keep up with Prodways latest news on Twitter! 

@Prodways                           
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Inovsys – Guilhem Monti 
Tél : +33 (0)4 42 10 06 99 /contact@inovsys.fr 

Inovsys – Nathalie Duprat 
Tél : +33 (0)4 42 10 06 99 /contact@inovsys.fr 

 

 

 

 Disclaimer 

This press release is not a financial press release. Releases from Prodways Technologies may contain forward-looking declarations 

with statements of objectives.  These forward-looking statements reflect the current expectations of Prodways Technologies. 

Their realization, however, depends on known or unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors that may cause actual results, 

performance or events to differ significantly from those previously anticipated. The risks and uncertainties that might affect the 

Group's future ability to achieve its targets are reiterated and presented in detail in our Basis Document available on the Prodways 

Group's website (www.prodways-bourse.com). This list of risks, uncertainties and other factors is not exhaustive. Other 

unanticipated, unknown or unpredictable factors may also have significant negative effects on the achievement of our objectives. 

The current release and the information contained therein do not constitute an offer to sell or to subscribe, nor a solicitation for 

an order to purchase or subscribe to shares in Prodways Group or in any subsidiaries thereof listed in whatsoever country. 

PRESS CONTACTS 

Prodways Technologies  – Cindy Mannevy 
Communication Manager 
Tel: +33 (0)130 229384/c.mannevy@prodways.com  
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